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THE Segal conjecture has been subjected to a number of useful
generalizations over the years [1,3,9,14,19]. We here give a still further
generalization which includes those in all of the cited papers. We
consider an extension

1->AT->G->F->1,
where G is a compact Lie group, K is a (closed) normal subgroup, and
the quotient G/K = F is finite. There is a classifying F-space B(K; G) in
this situation. We shall prove that the generalized version of the Segal
conjecture proven for stable F-cohomotopy in [1] remains valid for stable
F-cohomotopy with coefficients in B(K; G). The case G = F x K, K
finite, was studied in [9], where the close connection between the Segal
conjecture and equivariant classifying spaces was first observed. This
paper is the pushout over [9] of the unpublished preprints [14] and [19],
which deal with the cases G finite and G = F x K, respectively.

We introduce ideas in Section 1 by explaining the implications of our
results for the calculation of equivariant stable maps between equivariant
classifying spaces. We state our main theorems in Section 2. We reduce
the proofs of the theorems to questions about p -groups F and p-adic
completion in Section 3. We prove the theorems when G is finite in
Section 4. We also observe there that Carlsson's theorem [3] that the
Segal conjecture for elementary Abelian p-groups implies the Segal
conjecture for all finite p-groups is intrinsically a statement about
equivariant classifying spaces. We prove our theorems when G is an
extension of a torus by a finite group in Section 6. The proof proceeds by
reduction to the case when G is finite. It depends on the dualization of a
calculation of McClure [16], which may be of independent interest and is
given in Section 5. We prove the general case of the theorems in Section
7. The proof proceeds by reduction to the case handled in Section 6. We
use results of Feshbach [7] to generalize some of our calculations in
Section 8.

§ 1. Equivariant stable maps between equivariant classifying spaces
The original form of the Segal conjecture gave an algebraic calculation

of the zeroth stable cohomotopy group n°(BJ) of the classifying space BJ
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when / is finite. One generalization [9, Thm. A; 13] gave an algebraic
calculation of the group {BJ+, BK+) of stable maps BJ+^>BK+ when /
and K are finite, where the plus denotes addition of a disjoint basepoint.
Another generalization [1, Thm. 1.1; 2, Cor. 2.3] gave an algebraic
calculation of the stable F-cohomotopy group JZ%B(K; G)) of the
classifying F-space B(K; G) when G is finite. Here B(K; G) is the orbit
F-space E(K; G)/K, where E(K; G) is a universal /C-free G-space; the
G-homotopy type of E(K; G) is characterized by the requirement that
E(K; G)H be contractible if H n K = e and empty otherwise.

A bundle theoretic discussion of such classifying spaces may be found
in [8]. The classical notion of a principal (F, /C)-bundle corresponds to
the case G = F x X , and we then write EFK = E(K; G) and BF(K) =
B(K; G). It is natural to ask for an algebraic calculation of the group
{BpJ+, BFK+}F of equivariant stable maps between equivariant classi-
fying spaces, and our main theorem will specialize to provide one.

THEOREM 1.1. Let F and J be finite groups and let K be a compact
Lie group. Then {BpJ+, BFK+)F is isomorphic to the completion
A(Fx.J,K)?(j.tFxJ) of the Grothendieck A(F x J)-module A(FxJ,K)
of principal (F x J, K)-bundles over finite (F x J)-sets at the ideal
/ ( / ; F X / ) of elements of A(F x J) which restrict trivially to A(H) for all
HczFxJsuch that HC\J = e.

With K = e, this specializes to the calculation of n^BfJ). With F = e,
it specializes to the calculation of {BJ+, BK+}. With K = F = e, it
specializes to the calculation of n°{BJ). The case F = e gave rise to the
second author's initial proof of his explicit Brauer induction formula [17,
18]. As we explain in Section 8, Feshbach's work in [7] applies directly to
generalize the calculation of {BJ+, BK+) to the case when / as well as K
is a general compact Lie group.

The proof of Theorem 1.1 given in the next section leads to the
following simple explicit description of the homomorphism

a: A(F x / , K)^> {BpJ, BFK}F

which induces the isomorphism of the theorem on passage to completion.
A principal (F x / , K)-bundle 5 over a finite (F x 7)-set T gives rise to a
finite F-cover (of order the cardinality of T)

(EpJ x jS)/K-> EpJ/J = BpJ

and to a principal (F, tf)-bundle

EFJxJS->'(EFJXjS)/K;

a(S) is the composite of the transfer stable F-map [10, V§3]

BPJ+-*(EFJxJS)/K+
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and the stabilization of the classifying F-map

§ 2. Statements of the main theorems and the proof of Theorem 1.1

Theorem 1.1 is obtained by restricting a result about a certain
equivariant cohomology theory to its zeroth term. As explained in [1],
our cohomological results are best understood as invariance statements.
Let X be a collection of subgroups of a compact Lie group G such that all
conjugates of groups in X are in X; X is called a family if all subgroups
of groups in X are also in %. A G-map / : X—* Y is said to be an
^-equivalence if fH: XH—*YH is an equivalence for all H e X. A
cohomology theory kG on G-complexes is said to be ^-invariant if
/*: kc{Y)—*kG{X) is an isomorphism whenever / : X—*Y is an X-
equivalence. For technical reasons explained in [1, §2], we find it
convenient to study the invariance properties of pro-group valued
cohomology theories.

For based G-spaces X and Y, with X a finite G-complex, the set of
stable G-maps X —*• Y is

{X, Y}G = colim [XVX, HVY]G,

where the colimit runs over the finite dimensional sub-representations V
of a countably infinite dimensional real G-module which contains
infinitely many copies of each irreducible representation; 2.VX = X A Sy,
where Sv is the one-point compactification of V. For a general G-
complex X,

{X, Y)G = [X, QCY]G,

where, if QVX is the function G-space of based maps Sv -*X,

We define
{X,YAS"}G if n^O

{XAS-",Y}G if n<0.

For fixed X, these groups give a homology theory on Y. For fixed Y, they
give a cohomology theory on X, called G-cohomotopy with coefficients in
Y. We define a pro-group valued cohomology theory on G-complexes X
by setting

where Xa runs over the finite subcomplexes of Y.
With these definitions, our main theorem reads as follows.
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THEOREM 2.1. Let K be a normal subgroup of a compact Lie group G
with finite quotient group F and let Y = E(K;G)+ A K Z, where Z is a finite
G-complex. Let S be a multiplicatively closed subset of A(F) and let I be
an ideal in A(F). Then the pro-group valued cohomology theory
(S~* *%(?.•, Yj)? is ^-invariant, where

3? = U {Supp P | P n 5 = 0 and P =D / } .

Here, for a pro j4(F)-module M = {Ma}, the localization S~XM is
{S~lMa} and the completion M,A is {Ma/I"Ma}; see [1,§2]. The
support, SuppF, of a prime ideal PczA(F) is defined to be the set of
subgroups L of F which are minimal among those such that P is the
inverse image of a prime ideal of A{L). When / = 0, Theorem 2.1 is a
localization theorem. When S = {1}, it is a completion theorem. More
discussion of the nature of the statement may be found in [1, § 1].

With K = e and G = F, we may take E(e;F) to be a point and so
obtain the conclusion for F-cohomotopy with coefficients in any finite
F-complex Y = Z. With Y = S°, this is the main resut of [1]. Since
H*F{X;FlL+)^ii'i{X;So) (e.g. [10, II.6.5]) and since n^X; Y) is a
homology theory in Y, the conclusion for finite F-complexes Y follows by
induction on the number of cells. This deduction becomes clearer by use
of the reduction implied by Theorem 4.1. (Scholium: the contrary claim
below [12, Thm 17] is nonsense.)

Theorem 2.1 is probably of greatest interest in the context of famihes
and completions. Here, if 9 is a family and / = 19 is the intersection of
the kernels of the restrictions A(F)—*A(L) for LzSF, then %C=9
[1, § 7]; in particular, %= {e} if / is the augmentation ideal. A family 9
in G has a "universal ^-space" E9 characterized by the property that
(E&)H is empty if H $ 9 and contractible if He 9. The projection
E9^*pt is an ^-equivalence. If A' is a finite F-complex and Y is an
F-complex with finite skeleta, then each jt^(X; Y)^ satisfies the Mittag-
Leffler condition. As in [1, § 1], Theorem 2.1 therefore has the following
consequence.

THEOREM 2.2. Let 9 be a family in F, where F = G/K. For finite
F-complexes X and finite G-complexes Z, the projection E9+ A X—* X
induces an isomorphism

; E(K; G)+ A * Z ) , ^ n^E^ A X; E(K; G)+ A * Z).

If 9 = {e}, then E9 = EF and 19 is the augmentation ideal / of A(F).
With Y = BFK+, Theorem 2.2 is then the main result of [9] when K is
finite and of [19] when K is compact Lie. If, further, K = e, then
Theorem 2.2 is the Segal conjecture in the form proven by Carlsson [3].
If Y is not a Borel construction of the sort specified, the conclusion
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usually fails. For example, it fails if F is elementary Abelian and
Y = EF+.

The following nonequivariant implication of the case 9 = {e} and
G = F x K of theorem 2.2 is relevant to work, of Lannes. The proof is
exactly the same as in [9], which gives the result when Z = S° and K is
finite. The restriction to G = F x K is essential to ensure the "split"
hypothesis needed to pass to the nonequivariant level; see [15, Lemma 12
and 9, Remarks 7]. It would not suffice to assume that G is a split
extension of K by F.

THEOREM 2.3. Choose one L in each conjugacy class of subgroups of F.
The group WFL = NFL/L acts on the set of K-conjugacy classes of
homomorphisms p: L—* K; Choose one representative p from each
WFL-orbit. For each chosen p, let

Ap = {(A,p(A))|AeL}<=Fx/:, Np = NFxKAp, and Wp = Np/Ap.

Let Z be a finite K-complex. There is a canonical map of spectra

§: v!TEWp+ AWp Zp ( L )->F(r°BF+ , T°EK+ A K Z K ) .

On passage to homotopy groups, £ induces an isomorphism

§.: ZJiq(EWp+ AWP Zp(LX -+ n~"{BF+, EK+ A K Z K ) .

If F is a p-group, f induces an equivalence upon completion at p.

The last statement will become clear in the next section. When Z = S°,
[9] describes £ both as a sum of composites of nonequivariant transfer
and classifying maps [9, Thm 8] and as a composite described in terms of
fixed point spectra of F-spectra [9, (2) and (3)]. The latter description
applies equally well to general Z, but the nonequivariant description no
longer makes sense.

We complete this section by showing how to derive Theorem 1.1 from
Theorem 2.2; we are indebted to Haeberly for a correction of our
original argument. Let 9 be the family of subgroups of F x / which
intersect / trivially, so that E& = EpJ and I& = I(J,FxJ). With X a
point and Z a /-trivial (F xj x /Q-space, Theorem 2.2 gives the first of
the following three isomorphisms:

A K Z)?& se npxj^EpJ; EFxJK+ AK Z)

; EFK+ AKZ)^ H^BfJ; EFK+ A K Z).

In the third term, EFK is regarded as a /-trivial ( F x / x JC)-space; as
such, it satisfies the fixed point criteria characterizing the universal
^-space, where # is the family of subgroups M of F x / x K such that
M fl (/ x K)czJ. Since # contains the family 9' of subgroups M such
that MHK = e, there is an ( F x / x X > m a p EFxJK^EFK, and this
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map is necessarily an 9'-equivalence. It follows easily (as in [8, Thm 12])
that the induced map EF*jK+ A * Z — • EFK+ AKZ is an ^-equivalence.
This map induces the second isomorphism above (by the stable 9-
Whitehead theorem [10, II.2.2]). The third isomorphism is a special case
of a general change of groups theorem [10, II.4.5]. A calculation shows
that n^yaiS0; BFxJK+) is isomorphic to A(FxJ,K); compare [10, V.9.3]
and Theorem 4.1 below.

§ 3. Redaction to theorems about p-groups and p-adic completion

When F is a p-group and / is the augmentation ideal of A(F), the
/-adic and p-adic completions coincide on the kernel of the forgetful
homomorphism Ap(X;Y)^ n*(X;Y) (e.g. [15, Lemma 5]). We then
obtain the following special case of Theorem 2.1. It is used in Carlsson's
approach [4,5] to the Sullivan conjecture and the descent problem. By an
easy cofiber sequence argument, a theory HF is {e}-invariant if and only if
kp(X) = 0 for every (nonequivariantly) contractible F-space X.

THEOREM 3.1. Let F = G/K be a p-group, let Y' = E{K;G)+ AKZ

where Z is a finite G-complex, and let X be a contractible F-space. Then
np{X;Y);=0. Therefore n%(F(X, QFY)L); = 0 for all L^F, where
F(X, QFY) is the function F-space of based maps X —* QFY.

The first statement holds with F replaced by any L<zF since, if
L = G'/K, then E(K;G) regarded as a G'-space is E(K;G'). Thus the
second statement follows immediately from the first. Modulo a quibble
about the nonconnectivity of fixed point sets, it can be interpreted as
saying that the p-adic completion of F(X, QFY) is weakly F-contractible;
compare [11].

We shall deduce Theorem 2.1 from theorem 3.1. In [1, App.], we
showed quite generally how to reduce the proof of the analog of
Theorem 2.1 for an arbitrary cohomology theory kF (under a suitable
finite type hypothesis) to a question about p-groups and p-adic complet-
ion. The reduction involves the "subquotient theories" k* associated to
kF [6; 10, II, § 9; 12]. If J = MIL, where L c F a n d M c NFL, then the
subquotient /-theory associated to F-cohomotopy with coefficients in Y is
/-cohomotopy with coefficients in YL [12, Ex. 11]. The cited reduction
theorem reads as follows for such theories.

THEOREM 3.2. Let Y be an F-complex with finite skeleta and let S, I,
and 3C be as specified in Theorem 2.1. Then the cohomology theory
(S"1*^?; *0)/A is ^(-invariant provided that ft](X; YL)* = 0 for all
contractible J-spaces X when J = MIL is a subquotient p-group of F.
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The finite skeleta hypothesis ensures that A^{X; Y) is of finite type
when X is finite. In order to show that Theorem 3.1 implies Theorem 2.1,
we display the structure of YL as a /-space when Y = E(K; G)+ A K Z as
in Theorem 2.1. The following result was proven in [8, Thm 12 and
Lemma 15].

THEOREM 3.3. Let J = M/L be a subquotient of F = G/K and let
G' = q~1(M), where q: G—*Fisthe quotient homomorphism. Let Z be a
G-space. Then, as a J -space,

(E(K; G)+ AKZ)L = \JJ+ A , W {E(KH; WG.H)+ AH Z")

where the wedge runs over the G'-conjugacy classes of subgroups H of G'
such that HHK = e and q{H) = L and where KH = KC\NGH, WGH =
NG.H/H, and J(H) = WGH/KH; equivalently, J(H) is the image of the
homomorphism WCH-*J induced by q.

A standard change of groups isomorphism (e.g. [10, II.6.5]), gives

for an F-space X and an L-space Y. By combining this with Theorems 3.2
and 3.3, we see that Theorem 3.1 implies Theorem 2.1.

§ 4. The case of finite groups and a remark on Cartoon's theorem

We shall deduce Theorem 3.1 for a finite group G from one instance of
the already known case K = e of Theorem 2.1. That is, we shall deduce
the desired result about F-cohomotopy with coefficients in classifying
F-spaces from a known result about G-cohomotopy. We do this by
exploiting a general splitting theorem in equivariant stable homotopy
theory [10, V.10.1], and we first state the splitting theory in full
generality. Let K be a normal subgroup of a compact Lie group G and let
F = G/K. Let Ad (K; G) denote the adjoint representation of G derived
from K, that is, the tangent space of K at e with G action derived from
the conjugation action of G on K. Of course, Ad (K; G) = 0 if G is finite.

THEOREM 4.1. Let X be a based F-space regarded by pullback as a
G-space, and let Y be a G-space. Assume either that X is a finite
F-complex or that the group K is finite. Then

nG(X; Y) a 2 n*F(H){X; E(WKH; WGH)+ AWK

where the sum runs over the G-conjugacy classes of subgroups H of K and
where

F{H) = (WCH)/(WKH) = (NGH)/KH = (K • NGH)/K a F;

the inclusion of F(H) in F fixes the required action of F(H) on X.
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When K = G, the previous result is well-known, but we need the
general case. We note for later use that, when Y = pt, the term on the
right with H = K is Ji^X) since F(K) = F and B(e;F) is F-contractible.
It is more immediately relevant that the term on the right with H = e is
n*F^X;E{K;G)+ A*5:Ad(*;G)y). Therefore the following result implies
Theorem 3.1 when G is finite (since it implies that all terms on the right
are p-adically trivial under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1).

THEOREM 4.2. If G is finite, F = G/K is a p-group, Y is a finite
G-complex, and X is a contractible F-space, then ft%(X;Y)p = 0.

Proof. An F-space is the same thing as a X-flxed G-space, hence
X" = X is contractible for all H in the family &(K) of subgroups of G
which are contained in K. Thus X is ^(JC)-equivalent to a point. By the
already proven case K = e of Theorem 2.1, we know that
H^X; Z)U(tc) = 0, where I&(K) is the kernel of the restriction A{G)^>
A(K). The following algebraic observation, whose proof was simplified
for us by Haeberly, completes the proof of the theorem.

LEMMA 4.3. If G is finite, G/K is a p-group and M is a pro finitely
generated A(G)-module such that M^(K) = 0, then M£ = 0.

Proof. For H<=G, define <pH: A(G)->Z by letting <f>H(S) be the
cardinality of 5 " for a finite G-set S and define

q(H, p)={a\ <pH(a)^0modp}.

The q(H, p) are the prime ideals of A{G) which contain the ideal (p), so
it suffices to prove that M*(HiP) = 0 for each H. Since H/HHK^HK/K
is a p-group, <pH(a)^<pHnK(a) modp for all aeA(G). Since

19(K) = {a | <pH(a) = 0 for all H <= A"},

each q{H,p) contains I&(K). The conclusion follows.
We complete this section by showing that the following special case of

Theorem 3.1 is equivalent to Carlsson's theorem [3] that the Segal
conjecture holds for all finite p-groups if it holds for all elementary
Abelian p -groups.

COROLLARY 4.4. Let F = G/K, where G is a finite p-group and F is
elementary Abelian. Then n^{X; B(K; G)+)^ =0 if X is a contractible
F-space.

A direct proof of Corollary 4.4, independent of Carlsson's work, might
be of interest. Our proof depends on the p-group case of the Segal
conjecture (a full exposition of which, including some streamlining of
Carlsson's arguments, is given in [6]). To see the equivalence of
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Corollary 4.4 and Carlsson's theorem, note that Theorem 4.1 specializes
to give the splitting

where A" is an F-space and the sum runs over the G-conjugacy classes of
proper subgroups H of K. Given Carlsson's theorem, we can conclude
that all of the error terms on the right vanish if X is contractible. The
error term with H = e is A^(X; B(K; G))*, so the conclusion of Corollary
4.4 must hold. For the converse, let K be the Frattini subgroup of G, so
that F is the elementary Abelianization G/[G,G] <8> Zp of G. We wish to
show that Ac(X)p = 0 if X is a contractible G-space, and we assume
inductively that this holds for all proper subgroups of G. An elementary
first reduction [6, 1.9] then shows that it suffices to check this on any one
contractible G-space X such that Xa = 5°. Thus we may as well assume
that X is an F-space; for example, we could take A" to be S°°v, where V is
the reduced regular representation of F. Assuming the Segal conjecture
for elementary Abelian p-groups, we have jip(X)p = 0. If F(H) = e, the
Hth summand above vanishes trivially. Assuming Corollary 4.4, the
remaining summands also vanish. The point is that, as a subgroup
of F, each F(H) = WCH/WKH is elementary Abelian. Incidentally, as
Glauberman convinced us by means of a counterexample, WKH need not
be the Frattini subgroup of WGH in general.

§ 5. Dualization of a calculation of McChire

In this section, we assume that G is an extension of a torus Tby a finite
group F. As shown by Feshbach [7, § 1], there is an increasing sequence

of subextensions of the given extension

such that each G, is finite, T, = Tr\Gi, U % is the subgroup of elements
of finite order in T, and every finite subgroup of G is conjugate to a
subgroup of some G;. The following result is due to McClure [16, 1.8].

PROPOSITION 5.1. Let Tel be the telescope of the G-spaces (G/G,)+ and
let iz: Tel —» 5° be the evident projection. For every finite subgroup H of G
and every integer n>2,

is an isomorphism.
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In cohomology, the conclusion can be reinterpreted as follows. Let
/,: (G/Gi)+-+(G/Gi+1)+ and n,: (G/GJ+^S0 be the natural maps.
Think of {jit} as a directed system of G-maps

COROLLARY 5.2. For every finite subgroup H of G and n^2, the
inverse system

{(*,")*}: H*(S°; ZB)-> {//'((G/G,)?; Zn))

is an isomorphism of pro Abelian groups.

We need the following dual result. Let Ad (G) = Ad (T; G) be the
adjoint representation of G.

THEOREM 5.3. There are maps of suspension spectra

and

such that the following diagrams homotopy commute:
G)\«

For every finite subgroup H of G and n 3» 2, the inverse system

,)?; Zn))
is an isomorphism of pro Abelian groups. Moreover, the maps t,(H)
and Ti(H) are obtained from certain maps of G-spaces tt: 2v-'5Ad(°)—>
2"'(C/G,)+ and T,: 1.v'&v^{GIGl+l)+^-Lv's>v^{GIGi)+ such that z,°
2y'ti+l — 'Ly'+'t, by first passing to H-fixed point spaces, then passing to
suspension spectra, and finally passing to desuspensions in the
(nonequivariant) stable category.

We shall prove the result by applying the theory of equivariant duality
developed in [10, III]. Let V be a representation of G and let X and Y
be finite G-CW complexes. A G-map e: Y AA r-»Sv is a V-duality if
eH: Y" A XH^>5"(//) is an n(//)-duality for each H c C , where n(H) =
dim V" [10, III.3.6]. For any (nonequivariant) spectrum k, the slant
product with e" defines an isomorphism [10, m.3.1]

A V-duality e comes together with a G-map r/: Sy —* X A Y such that the
appropriate triangular diagrams of spaces, and their associated //-fixed
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point diagrams, commute stably [10, III.3.5]. Assume given a V-duality
(X, Y, e, T)), a V'-duality (X1, Y', e', r\'), and a G-map / : X^X'.
Define Df: J^Y'-^Jl^Y to be the composite

Visibly, if we make the same definition nonequivariantly, we have
D(J") = (Df)H. The following naturality diagram commutes for H <= G,
where n(H) = dim VH and n'(H) = dim V".

).l k">-

U X = M+, where M is a smooth compact G-manifold embedded in a
representation V, we can take Y to be the Thorn complex Tv of the
normal G-bundle v of the embedding. Explicit G-maps £ and r/ in this
case are written down in [10, III.5.1]. Of course, (S°, S°, Id, Id) is a
0-duality. If n: Af+-»S° is the projection, then Dn: SK-> Tv is just the
Pontrjagin-Thom construction of an embedding of v in V as a normal
tube around M [10, III.5.2]. In particular, if M = G/K, then Tv =
G+ A K Sw, where W is the complement in V of the image of the tangent
A -̂space L at the identity coset of G/K. Suppose further that / is a
subgroup of finite index in K and K/J is embedded as a sub X-space of a
G-representation V. There is an induced embedding of G/J as a sub
G-space of V © V with normal bundle G xy (V © W) [10, H.5.3]. Let
/ : G/J+^G/K+ be the evident G-map. Then, provided that we take V
to be a complex representation, the dual G-map

Df: Hv<By(G+ AKSW)^-ZV(G+ AjSy(BW)

is stably G-homotopic to 2vr , where x is the composite

(G+ A K Sw) A S^ s G+ AK (Sw A S^)

Here f is the Pontrjagin-Thom construction and the unlabelled G-
homeomorpnisms are the standard ones (e.g. [10, p. 76]). (To verify this
claim, it is simplest to chase the last diagram of [10, in.3.7]; the key
point is that the complexity of V ensures that the interchange G-map on
Sv A Sv is G-homotopic to the identity.) This means that Dfis stably just
the transfer G-map associated to the finite G-cover G/J-* G/K. By [10,
II.5.4], the following transitivity diagram commutes if we choose our
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tubular neighborhoods nicely, where t and t* are Pontrjagin-Thom
maps.

,[

We may view this as the dual of the evident commutative diagram

GU+ • GIK+

\ / '
S°

and similarly on passage to //-fixed points for any ffcG. Suppose the
embedding of K/J in V' is the restriction of an embedding of G/J with
normal bundle G Xj W and associated Pontrjagin-Thom map t': 5̂ —*•
G+ Ay 5"". Then W ® V = V © W, and the two embeddings in sight of
G Xj (W © V) as a normal tube in V © V are isotopic if our repres-
entations are chosen sufficiently large. Therefore, if we identify 5"'®"
with S^ A Sv and G+ A7 S

V'@W with (G+ A7 S^) A SV in the diagram of
duals above, then t* is G-homotopic to 2 V .

With these facts as background, we return to the orbits G/Gh As is
easily checked, the tangent G,-space L, at the identity coset of G/G, s
77T, can be identified with the restriction of Ad (G) to G,. Embed each
G/Gi in a representation V, and let W/ be the G;-complement of the image
of Li in Vt. Applying the discussion above, we obtain the commutative
diagram

Suspending by Ad (G) and using standard G-homeomorphisms, we
obtain the commutative diagram

\

The diagram displayed in Theorem 5.3 is obtained from this diagram by
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first passing to //-fixed point spaces, then applying the suspension
spectrum functor, and finally desuspending by dim (V, © Vi+X)H. In view
of the commutative diagram involving slant products above, Corollary 5.2
immediately implies the homological conclusion of Theorem 5.3, by
duality.

§ 6. The case of an extension of a torus by a finite p-group

We here prove Theorem 3.1 when G is an extension of a torus T by a
finite group. We assume given an extension

1^/C— G->F->1,

where F is a finite p-group. Then T is the identity component of both K
and G and F is a quotient of GIT. Let Y = E(K; G)+ AKZ, where Z is a
finite G-complex, and let X be a contractible F-space. We wish to show
that n*p{X; Y)* = 0. By [10, II.7.2], we have an isomorphism

n*F(X;Y); 3 ny?.M(C)X; E(K; G)+ A Z) ; .

Let T, and G, be as in the previous section. We shall prove the following
result, which applies to the calculation of the right side.

THEOREM 6.1. Let X be an F-space and let E be a G-space all of whose
isotropy groups {away from the basepoini) are finite. Define <£, to be the
dotted arrow composite in the following diagram:

n*G(X; E); s nUX A 2^SAd(G); E A

*' I nUX A 1V'SM(G\ E A 2v '(G/G /)+);

? ; E A XX

Here the horizontal isomorphisms are given by suspension, t, is given by
Theorem 5.3, and the vertical isomorphism is given by [10, II.6.5]. Then
the system {#,} is an isomorphism of pro groups.

Regarded as a G,-space, E(K; G) is equivalent to E(Kt\ G/), where
K, = G,r\ K. Clearly GJK, = F. Applying [10, II.7.2] again, we also have
isomorphisms

*y,X\ E(Kt; G,)+ A Z ) ; a A^X; E(Kr, G,)+ A ^ Z) ; .

When X is contractible, the right side is zero by the results of Section 4.
Combining the information above, we see that Theorem 6.1 implies the
toral extension case of Theorem 3.1.
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Turning to the proof of Theorem 6.1, note that we actually have a
slightly more general system of maps

{V,}: *UX; E A SAd<c>);^_*£(*; E A

Here V/ is obtained by suspending by V,, applying (1 A f,),, and then
desuspending by V,. Modulo the evident isomorphisms, the system {<pt} is
obtained by replacing X by 2Ad(c)Ar. Thus the following result is a slight
generalization of Theorem 6.1.

THEOREM 6.2. Let X be an F-space and let E be a G-space all of whose
isotropy groups (away from the basepoint) are finite. Then {^J is an
isomorphism of pro groups.

Proof. In view of our definition of ft*, we may assume that A' is a
finite F-complex regarded as a G-complex. By induction on the number
of cells and suspension, it suffices to prove the result when X = (G/Q)+,
where KczQczG. For any G-space Y, we have the standard isomorphi-
sm [10, II.4.3]

? S ( ( G / G ) + ; y ) ; ^ ft*Q(s°; Y); = £

The classical special case of Theorem 4.1 gives an isomorphism

where the sum runs over the conjugacy classes of subgroups H of Q. We
apply these isomorphisms to Y = EASAdiG) and Y = E A (G/G,)+. By
hypothesis, EH = • unless H is finite. If H a Q is finite, a diagram chase
from the explicit definitions of all maps in sight shows that the restriction
of V/ to the Hth summand is induced in the evident way by the stable
map /,(//) of Theorem 5.3. Write W = WQH. By a Serre spectral
sequence argument applied to the (relative) fibrations EW+ A W

ZA*W)YH-> BW (strictly speaking, with the Y" suspended to the point
that the tt(H) are given by space level W-maps), Theorem 5.3 implies
that, in modpq homology, the system

#,(£W+ A W 2Ad(VV)(5Ad(G))w)-* {H.(EW+ AW ZAd(H°(G/G,)?)}

is an isomorphism of pro groups. Define pro p-adically completed
integral homology by Hn(X)p = {Hn(X)/p"Hn(X)}. Since everything is of
finite type, the pro isomorphism just stated implies one for pro p-adically
completed integral homology. By pro p-adic completion of the Atiyah-
Hirzebruch spectral sequence for the computation of stable homotopy
from homology, we may deduce the same conclusion for pro p-adically
completed stable homotopy. This completes the proof.
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§ 7. The case of a general extension by a finite p-group

Returning to the context of Section 3, consider an extension

where G is a compact Lie group and F = G/K is a finite p-group. We
must prove Theorem 3.1, which states that

if Z is a finite G-complex and X is a contractible F-complex. Since F is
finite, a maximal torus T of K is also a maximal torus of G. Since
NKT = KC\NGT, the Weyl group WK = NKT/T is a normal subgroup of
WG. Let Go be the component of the identity element of G. Any coset
gG0 e G/Go contains an element of NGT since gTg'1 is conjugate to T in
Go. It follows easily that WG/WK = F. Let P be a p-Sylow subgroup of WK

and extend P to a p-Sylow subgroup Q of WG. Since F is a p-group,
Q/P = F. Let M be the inverse image of P in /V*T and TV be the inverse
image of Q in NGT. Then M = K n TV and TV/M = F, hence tf/M = GIN.
Regarded as an TV-space, E(K; G) is a universal M-free TV-space.
Consider the F-bundle (in the sense of [10, IV § 1])

§: E(K;G)+ AM Z^ E(K;G)+ AKZ

with fiber K/M. This equivariant bundle has a stable transfer F-map
T: E(K;G)+AKZ->E(K, G)+ A M Z [ 1 0 , IV.3.1]. The composite

; E(K; G)+ A M Z ) ;

is multiplication (i.e., cap product termwise in the given progroup) by the
Euler characteristic xiM) in n°F(E(K;G)xKZ)Z [10, IV.5.6]. We claim
that x(M), is a unit. By [10, IV.5.13], this will hold provided that *(§)
pulls back to a unit in A(H)p for each inclusion of an orbit F/H in
E(K; G)xKZ. This pullback is the Euler characteristic of K/M regarded
as an //-space via some representation H-^K [10, IV.5.13]. For any
subgroup L of H, the nonequivariant Euler characteristic of (K/M)L is
congruent modp to the nonequivariant Euler characteristic of K/M,
since L is a finite p-group, and is therefore not congruent to zero modp.
This proves the claim. Thus Theorem 3.1 is true for the pair (K, G) since
it is true for the pair (M, TV) of extensions of T by finite p-groups.

§ 8. Generalization of Feshbach's calculation of ft*(BJ)

It is natural to ask to what extent Theorem 1.1 generalizes to a
calculation of the stable F-maps BfJ^*BFK when J as well as K is
allowed to be a general compact Lie group. We first observe that
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Feshbach's work in [7] combines with our work to give a quite
satisfactory solution of this problem when F is the trivial group. We then
comment briefly on where the argument breaks down for general finite
groups F.

Let k be any nonequivariant spectrum of finite type and let A' be a
countable CW-spectrum. Feshbach defines

k*{X) = k*{X A?.-1M{QIZ)), (1)

where M(Q/Z) is the Moore spectrum with zeroth homology group Q/Z.
He then observes that there are natural short exact sequences

0-*k*(X)z^fr(X)-*timTor(Zn, k«+1(X))^O, (2)

where Az = lim (A/nA) is the Z-adic completion of an Abelian group A.
For a compact Lie group / , he then proves that there is an isomorphism

H*(BJ+) = hm{k*(BJi)Y, (3)

where {/J is an approximating sequence of finite subgroups of the
normalizer N of a maximal torus T in / (as in § 5); the s refers to
elements stable with respect to conjugation and restriction, as specified in
[7, 2.1]. These results apply in particular to stable cohomotopy with
coefficients in BK+; with our reduced notations,

fi*(BJ+; BK+) s lim (X*(BJI+; BK+)y. (4)

Since the // are finite, the right side is determined by Theorem 2.3 or, in
degree zero, Theorem 1.1.

Of course, Feshbach's work in [7] deals with nonequivariant cohomolo-
gy theories. It is natural to ask to what extent it generalizes to
equivariant cohomology theories. Fix a finite group F and an F-spectrum
kF of finite type. This means that k%(F/L) is of finite type for all LcF.
Nonequivariant spectra determine F-spectra via change of universe, as in
[10, II § 1]. Applying this to M(Q/Z), we can generalize (1) to a
definition of kF(X) where A' is a countable F-CW spectrum; Feshbach's
proof of (2) then applies verbatim in the equivariant context. However,
(3) fails. The first step in the proof of (3) is to use the double coset
formula to prove

fc*(BJ+) s k~\BN+y. (3a)

The problem with generalizing (3a) to the equivariant setting is
explained in [10, p. 208]. The equivariant assertion would be true if the
Euler characteristic xiM) e

 *°F(BFJ) °f the F-bundle §: BFN-*BpJ were
a unit, and this would hold if #(£) pulled back to a unit in A(H) along
each inclusion of an orbit F/H in BpJ. However, this pullback is the
Euler characteristic of J/N regarded as an //-space via some repres-
entation H—*J, and it fails to be a unit since the nonequivariant Euler
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characteristics of the (J/N)L, LcH, need not be ±1. There is more to
be said about this question, but we desist.
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